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Mobile Solutions®
Mobile Solutions® provides an automated identiﬁcation, registration, and tracking solution - perfect for quick, eﬃcient and accurate
on-site testing. Identify attendees as they are parked in line and
quickly process each person as they are tested for COVID-19.
Using the Mobile Solutions Cart, quickly collect attendee ID data,
issue an ID label with a QR, and register them into the event.
As they arrive at the test station, administrators scan their ID label to check them into the testing area, perform testing
and scan the test kit assigned to them. With Mobile Solutions, your team can eﬃciently identify, track, and manage long
lines of patients at any location.

IDENTIFY

TRACK

ISSUE

> Identify recipients as they wait
in line at test site locations by
scanning their driver’s license.

> Print an identiﬁcation label from the
MS cart, displaying their DL & phone #s.

*If no state ID/DL is available, manually
enter data into Mobile ID.

> Type phone # into QR generator
app/webpage & scan.

> Staﬀ may collect printed labels at the
testing station.

> Scan the QR barcode on the
recipient’s ID label to check
them into the event, then
scan the test kit to assign the
test to them.

> Perform COVID-19 test on recipient.

*Mobile Solutions® Cart Conﬁguration
Mobile ID Spot

Mobile ID 1.0

Mobile ID Spot reduces long wait lines by identifying
recipients and issuing printed labels quickly on-site
before enrolling them within seconds by scanning
their printed QR tag ID at the test station.

Manage recipient data
including contact info,
phone number, & identify
test kit ID numbers.

Mobile Solutions Cart

Emergency Event Manager

An integrated, mobile cart
solution using Mobile Solutions
software and hardware to
perform identiﬁcation, tracking
and accountability of any test
site location.

Emergency Event Manager Software (EEMS) is
an accountability solution that enables
organizations to track attendees and manage
an emergency incident scene on-site electronically, using an automated process that captures
and manages event activity data.

*Requires internet access.
Carts powered by Anton Bauer swappable batteries
supporting 100% uptime.

Contact Elliott for more information

1-888-345-8511
www.elliottmobilesolutions.com

